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Abstract. This article reports on the results of a participatory action research on the

socio-economic status, the smart functional literacy, and ICT literacy of ethnic women

in the North of Thailand. The study also examined the feasibility of smart functional
literacy for inclusive development with a focus on gender and priority demands, and
investigated the situation of mother tongue language and its integration with smart
functional literacy for better living. Qualitative research methods were used, including
documentary studies, interviews, focus group discussions, observations, and participatory
training and workshops. The first finding revealed that within the three main contexts of

ethnic women: (1) most of them come from mountainous farming families and receive

primary education in their communities; (2) smart functional literacy, particularly when

embedded with ICT, was well-liked by participants; (3) mother tongue language literacy

was decreasing in significance compared to Thai, English, and Chinese languages; and (4)

ICT literacy was most accessible and beneficial via smartphones and social media. The
second finding indicated that Smart Functional literacy could facilitate gender balance
and support all key languages. The top three demanded contents were entrepreneurship

skills, Thai language, and smart farming. The third finding shows that integrating smart
functional literacy with mother tongue language improved participants' awareness,
facilitated their integration with ICT and heritage and crafts, and enabled inclusive
development that met all demands of ethnic women, including their mother tongue,
resulting in increased pride in storytelling and confidence.
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1 Introduction

The current situation under various disruptive contexts i.e digital technologies, COVID-

19 and others affecting all including the ethnic groups in Thailand. The remaining tangible

ethnic groups in North of Thailand are the “Lau” who stay in the highland with small farming,

the “Mhong” with skills of being the local entrepreneurs especially in all kinds of local farm

products and heritage crafts, and the “Malabri” and the “Khamu” respectively. Under the
tribal natural resources, environment, mother tongue, heritage, and culture, there are still
challenges due to continuous disruptive changes, especially the digital technologies disruption
into their local lives.

Various researches relevant to ethnic women empowerment in Thailand such as the
functional skills, the functional languages, "mother tongue" or local languages,etc. especially
about the mother tongue language which seem to be disappearing under all kinds of disruptive
changes and challenges even of the global declaration to be “The Year of Indigenous

Languages (IY2019)” by the United Nations 2019 aims to raise the global awareness of the

mother tongues globally including Thailand [1].
Besides, the UN also keep supporting all kinds of promoting the mother tongue uses

globally besides from its only conservation dimension. One among the key strategies and

approaches globally used is “the functional learning.” The gap of functional language has
been transitioning from their mother tongue to be the common Thai language for all functional
roles in thier daily lives especailly for all communication and well recognitions among other
partners in the society. Because they communicate freely among their own tribes and also all
the outsiders.

The dissapearing situation of mother tongue languages occurring around the world, even
various researches have been emphasizing how important of all the mother tongue languages
particularly in the context of the tribal communities and indigenous peoples [3][4][5]. Studies

have shown that mother tongue-based multilingual education can improve learning outcomes,

preserve cultural heritage, and promote social inclusion and equity [6][7][8][9]. Additionally,
the integration of ICT and smart functional literacy with mother tongue language can further
enhance its value and relevance in the digital age [10]. Thus, this study highlights the need for
continued efforts to promote and preserve mother tongue languages and to integrate them with
smart functional literacy for inclusive and sustainable development in ethnic communities.



With all the relevant reasons of how important of the mother tongue languages globally
which reflecting all kinds of human beings’ dignity, heritage and pride. Under all the
surrounded existing challenges with the ICT disruption, this study aims to study how ICT can
facilitate all kinds of integrated transitions among any mother tongue language embedded by
the smart functional literacy, and all the current demands of the ethnic women for their
inclusive sustainable development especially the ethnic women in Thailand.

2 Literature Review

This section of the literature review (1) the concept of smart functional literacy [11]; (2)
the importance of mother tongue language and ethnic groups with their unique cultural
identity, diversity, and sustainble development, which promotes linguistic diversity and
protects mother tongue languages, and (3) the Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) (2021;

undated) as a free online learning platform that provides accessible and flexible education for

people worldwide, especially in response to the COVID-19 pandemic [13]. MOOCs have
gained popularity and offer a diverse learning community for learners to interact and
collaborate with each other [14].

Smart functional literacy refers to how to use ICT to facilitate all kinds of required
practical skills, i.e., skills of reading, writing, and calculation for ethnic girls and women in

their real-life demands. Functional learning is an approach to learning that emphasizes the

practical application and real-world relevance of knowledge and skills. In other words,
functional learning would focus on teaching students how to use what they learn in
meaningful ways, rather than just acquiring knowledge for the sake of knowing it. Functional

learning could involve activities, projects, or problem-solving exercises that simulate real-life

situations, enabling learners to apply their knowledge and develop practical skills. This
approach is believed to enhance retention and understanding as learners can see the direct
relevance of what they are learning to their daily lives and future careers.

With its tangible concepts, functional learning has become more recognized and applied
into a specific concept such as the mother tongue language. How to integrated all surrounding

demands and contexts with each own tribal mother tongue languages. Some of the functional

skills demanded among most ethnic women are:



a. Health Literacy: The ability of ethnic women to have enough knowledge and skills for
their daily fundamental healthcare activities affecting to all all fundamental qaulity of life;

b. Citizen Literacy: The ability of ethnic women to access to all kinds of their leaders, their
local government, their duty, their rights and responsibilities as a member of the society;

c. Religious Literacy: The ability of ethnic women to understand, interpret, behave, and

help transfer their religious or beliefs among others. Religious literacy is important for
all kinds of negotiating changes, challenges, and all kinds of mutual understanding, either
inside their own ethnic groups and the others;

d. Financial Literacy: The ability of ethnic women to manage finances and make decisions
about their own or their family investment, budgeting, interest earning, and savings, etc;

e. Legal Literacy: The ability of ethnic women to access and understand all kinds of
relevant laws and regulations so that they can stay with others with mutual understanding
and justice;

f. Media Literacy: The ability of ethnic women to access to any kind of information
relevant to their life and works. Besides, they could also ccreate and contribute any kind
of their own information for all the benefits of their own quality of life;

g. ICT Literacy: The ability of ethnic women to use ICT for their inclusive development.
At least, they must have the fundamental ICT skills and knowledge to use or to apply any
kind of ICT tools for all the benefits of their own life and needs;

h. Legal Literacy: The ability of ethnic women to understand all the relevant rules,
regulations, laws those are relevant to their safety, secuirty, and benefits;

i. Scientific Literacy: The ability of ethnic women to understand, analyse, identify
evidence, explain with reasons or evidence that supports or contradicts any event, belief,
etc.

Mother tongue language and ethnic group:
United Nations celebrate the Indigenous Languages to be its International Year in 2019

to declare as the fundamental human rights, freedoms, liberal of all humanbeing under the
SDGs context. All humandbeing must have their basis right to chaosse their own language,
their own contents, their own interest, their own thoughts in doing all things in their daily life
for inclusive development of self, community, and societies as a whole. This will affacted to
all achievement of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples and
the SDGs 2030 (https://en.iyil2019.org/about/).

Any language could be trained, could be learned under the “ open” scenario of life long

learning. The global emerging Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC) has been developing
globally affacting to locally to serve for all inclusive education for all as well as lifelong

learning to all too. The main philosophy of MOOC is “ free” with its availabilty to all aims
to cope with all kinds of any disrupted changes currently. MOOC has backed up with all



kinds of Open Educational Resources (OER) which could be contributed by any relevant
stakeholders. Meaning that MOOCs are not limited to traditional academic subjects, but can
cover a wide range of topics [15].

MOOCs have gained popularity in recent years, especially in response to the COVID-19
pandemic, as they provide a convenient and accessible way for people to continue learning
from the safety of their homes. They also allow for learners to interact and collaborate with

other learners from all around the world, providing a diverse learning community.
There are many different MOOC platforms available, including Coursera, edX, and

Udacity, among others. Each platform offers its own unique features and content, but they all
share the same goal of providing free and accessible education to anyone with an internet
connection.

Overall, MOOCs have the potential to revolutionize education by making it more
accessible and flexible. They provide a powerful tool for lifelong learning and skill
development, allowing people to learn at their own pace and on their own terms as revealed
from literature [16][17][18].

This research aims to explore the context and feasibility of Smart Functional Literacy and
its potential impact on the inclusive development of ethnic women in the North region of
Thailand with its aims to study;
1) The context of ethnic women in the North region of Thailand;
2) The feasibility of Smart Functional literacy in promoting the inclusive development of

ethnic women in the North region of Thailand, with a focus on gender aspects and
priority demands;

3) The situation of Mother Tongue Language and its transition, facilitated by Smart
Functional Literacy, towards better living and inclusive development.

3 Methods

The participatory action research for development, employing a qualitative approach [19].
The study began with a documentary study, interviews, focus group discussions, observations,
and a participatory approach through participatory training and workshops. The key
informants included three leaders of the ethnic women from three main ethnic groups and
thirty stakeholders from all three ethnic groups : leaders, teachers, development workers, staff
of the local administrative bureau, and gender speacilist.

4 Finding and Results

4.1. Situation of the ethnic women in North region of Thailand: Tribal demography,
Smart functional skills, Language and ICT skills



Case 1-Ms. A: the 18 years old ethnic girl from Lau tribe. She is from Ban Peenpha village
along the borderline between Thailand and Myanmae. The village is under the Natural
Conservative area as being the upstream watershed area of Northern region of Thaialnd. The
villagers allowed to do only farm for a living. In general, all the women in the village can not
access to all formal schools because of its remoted areas. But currently, some of the Non-
Formal education units could be more accessible in the village and nearby. She leaft school at
9 years old to help the family farming then got married with 3 kids currently.
Smart functional skills: Ms. A used to be trained under the Women Empowerment
Functional Literacy Project because of her fit qualifications with the project such as being
a mother of 3 kids, being the young mother, and can communicate in Thai language. After got
the Functional Literacy training, she gains more knowledge and skills in all keys functions
deamnding for the better life of the quality of life such as the life planning, the career planning
and income, the saving teachnic, the sanitary and safety for her own life and the whole family
members espcailly her kids and her elderly members of the family.
Language skills: “My Thai language is quite ok now, then I plan to improve my ability of
language, which is English because I think that it is necessary to be able communicating in
English with tourist as a tour guide. So, my future career

might be a guide in my community”. “I usually help my teacher whom mobile to teach us at

the community hall, so, it is really fasten my Thai language’s learning”.

ICT skills: Ms. A is the key person of the family who use the smart phone. She ise smart
phone for all purposes of life, for all the family serves, and for all her neighboring servies too.
She can use more applicable functions of the smart phone including some entertainment such
as Thai TV programs from various of social media platform. “If I can get the better education,
I want to be a medical doctor even if only a dream, but I love it. I also want to be the
successfuly business woman with lots of money, etc.then I can use that money to send my kids
to school, to send my elderly members to any good hospital.

Case 2-Ms. B: the 18 years old Karen ethnic women from Ban Tamaka village. She has 10
members in her family starting from herself, her brothers, sisters, grandparents, father, and
mother. Ms. B has never been allowed to go to school and even any public event except only
the special tribal event such as the tribal New Year, the farm activities.
"I only use my own language, I can only speak or communicate among my family members

and my nearby tribal people in the village." “ I got married when I was 16 years old and
currently has one duaghter, I live with my family. So, currently we have 11 members in my

family” “ We are doing the rice and corn farms upon the nearby mountain” .

Smart functional skills: Ms. B is active and open for all new learn because she wants to be
one among the voicers in the family. Because she is the wife of the eldest son of the family
and her husband is too quiet. "I my kid to go to school even though I have never experienced



any schooling before. I believe that education or schooling can change our lives for the

better," said Ms. B.

Language skills: Even though she has never attended any school, Ms.B can function herself
as one of the leader of her big family. With the role of the family leader, she keeps trying to
practice other languages besides from her only mother tongue language. She use her smart
phone to learn Thai language, Chinese and some of the communicating English because of
some foreigned toursits into the village. "If I can write Thai as I communicate, I am sure that
myself and my family can access more benefits and even protect ourselves, our properties, and
our community as a whole."

ICT skills: Smartphone is the only digital tool for herslef and her family and even her
neighbors and others in the village. She used to seek infromation for her own family and her
village members about the price of the farm products, the seeds of corn, rice and others. With
her communicating role, she becomes be be the "family voicer". "My husband and my

mother-in-law listen to me more. I am grateful to my smartphone because they listen to me

more, ask me more, and consult with me more." "Anytime I can meet anyone who seems to

know about ICT, I always ask them for more techniques and other functions to be the best-

known in ICT for my family and my community as a whole too."

Case 3 - Ms. C is the 22 years old with her Yao tribal born with 7 members in the family in
Klang village next to the top watershed area of Thailand. Her viallge is very high land with
mostly corn farm and sticky rice farms. Ms. C never got any chance to go to school because
all the fmaily members have to work in the farm. Some girls are allowed to work at home or in
the lower farm land. She got married at the age of 18 and now has 2 sons. Corn products and
some herbs are the amin income of her family.
Smart functional skills: Ms. C never got any chance to access to any physical training or any
empowering program. She mostly not be allowed to get out from home, she mostly go out
with her family members. But since her sons grown up a bit, she can be more freely to get out
with her sons such as going to the market, going to some of the village events. "I am very
happy and relaxed to get out home from time to time to see more of the outside world, use my
mother tongue language, listen to others' stories, both inside my own community and outside.

“I have heard about the Functional Program for Women Empowerment, some of my female
friends attained it , I have seen that they have changed, they can speak more effectively, they
can speak other languages, they can do some other new things, etc."

Language skills: The only language that Ms. C uses is her mother tongue, her husband and

father in law can speak Thai language as well as some Chinese and English. "Thai and
English languages are becoming more and more important now because we must use them to



sell our farm products, and we don't want to pay any middleman. And for English, we want to
earn more from all the tourists who keep coming into our community and many of them stay
in our homestays, drink our coffee, and eat our food..."

ICT skills: Smartphone is my handy tool, I can use it for eveything. “My life gains more

betterment because of the smartphone” . After, I can use my own smartphone, all my attitude

about ICT has been fixed to be correctly because "My understanding of ICT is that it is a big

computer that I cannot use. Our community has unstable electricity, and most importantly, it

is expensive, and I really don't know what to do with it." Therefore, Ms. C uses only a

smartphone, but she uses it quite comprehensively: communicating, negotiating about farm

products, reporting the farming process among all stakeholders, and keeping up-to-date with

news and entertainment for herself and her family. "Whenever there is breaking news, my
husband asks me to search for it, and I warn the other family members about floods, forest
fires, droughts, irrigation, storms, epidemics, etc."

4.2. Smart Functional skills situation and their feasibility for ethnic women in the North

region of Thailand: Gender dimension and priority demands

Table 1: The functional literacy skills that have a high role in the family's perspective of
ethnic women in terms of gender aspect. The ranking of the skills is based on the percentage

of their importance in the family's perspective, from the highest to the least. Additionally, the
table also provides an overview of the skills that are most valued by the family members,
especially male leaders, and how they can contribute to the family's income and farm
production. The skills range from language proficiency, communication, digital technological

skills, and management abilities.

Table 1. Smart Functional skills affected to the Family’s role of ethnic women
(Gender aspect)

Ranking
(Top to least)

Functional literacy skills
(Gender aspect)

Role in family
(%)

More explanation

1 Thai Language literacy aswell as
other functional languages

67 They can be included in the lowland society where
people use Thai language.

2 Can earn more money i.e. can
create other income generating
activities, etc

65 More income would be very precious for the whole
betterment of the family, women voices would be more
heard and admired.

3 Can produce more farmproducts and
farm development

63 Can help and contribute to thefarm production.

4 Can do the family planning and
management

62 Can be voiced in family planning and
management (farm investment, market, etc.)



5 Can communicate with theothers
outside the village

61 For their confidence, education,dignity, and all kinds of
income generating activities i.e. tourism, trading, etc.

6 Can do some basis accounting 60 Calculation and accounting isone among the key factors
for their farms trading: productsselling, marketing plan,
farm investment and development.

7 Can use ICT especiallythe
digital tools for fundamental
functions

55 ICT tools for communication,marketing, coordination,
information accessibility, and knowledge sharing.

8 Can use English and maybe other
languages i.e. Chinese language

52 For tourism purpose and others especially for
communication.

9 Know some farm technology, smart
farm practices

51 For more effective farmproduction and farm
development

10 Know some other language i.e.
Chinese language as well as other
functional demanded languages

51 For tourism and trading communication
purposes.



Table 2 provides information on the functional literacy priorities of ethnic women. These
priorities are ranked based on their demands and the percentage of women who consider
them important. The table shows that smart farming and nutrition are the top two

priorities, followed by sanitation and language skills. Entrepreneurship skills and earning
extra income are also important to women, as well as using ICT for communication and
innovation for farm production. The table provides valuable insight into the specific
functional literacy skills that are important to ethnic women, which can help inform
policies and programs aimed at improving their education and opportunities.

Table 2. Functional literacy on the ethnic women:

Priority demanded aspects
Ranking Functional literacy

(Priorities demand)

Priorities

(%)

More explanation

1 Smart Farm especially for
more effective and
productive farming system

66% More income from farming is the most
demands of the whole family because it
is the main income of the family.

2 Wellness and healthy of the
family’s conditions

65% Women is one of the key wellness of
the family because women prepare all
food, clothes, children and elderly of
the family.

3 Healthy and green
environment 62% Family holistic wellness also healthiness

included.
4 Common language i.e. Thai,

English andChinese
languages are demanded.

60% They all want any kind of
functional language for their
survival and better quality of life.

5 Marketing 59% Want more skills in marketing and being
entrepreneurs.

6 Want more income
generating activities 56% To be add up more income for the family

besides from the only farm income.

7 ICT skills, and demanded
information accessibility 53% To be more skills to any lacking:

information, news, innovation, welfare,
etc.

8 Any farm technology and
innovation followed by any
further job for more income
generations

52% For more productive in their farm
prediction.

9 Calculation, Accounting,
Numeracy 51% For their farm products’ marking, and

farm developmentas a whol especially in
farm investment.



10 More productive, creative,
“How To” technic,
knowledge and skills

50% “How To” Marketing, “How To”
setting up and managing the e-Shop,
etc.

The Contexts of Mother Tongue Language Facilitated by Smart Functional Literacy
through Storytelling. The "Contexts of Mother Tongue Language" refers to the overall
situation and process of utilizing the Mother Tongue Language of all ethnic groups as a
means to empower girls and women in transferring their local wisdom, heritage, and crafts
based on their own creativity through story-telling, as illustrated in Table 3.to transfer

their local wisdom, heritage, and crafts based on their own creativity through story-telling, as

shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Content Analysis from Story -Telling of the ethnic women in the
North Region of Thailand (gender, local wisdom, Mother Tongue, leadership)

Reflective Dimensions Yes No Details

1. Gender dimension? 5 1 -
2. Leadership dimension? 1 5 -

3. Male dominant? 6 - -

4. Female value recognized? 4 2 -

5. Male value recognized? 5 1 -

6. Reflecting : local wisdom, mother
tongue, racism, social status,
environment, etc.

2 4 -



Content analysis from all the story telling created by all the ethnic women shown in
Table 3, still reflecting the main dimension of male dominant, female roles both in the family,
in the farm, and in their tribal community. Besides, their stories also reflecting all the current
situation of the community i.e the cultural dimension, the environment dimension, the social
status dimension, etc. For the gender aspect, even of the dominant of a male-dominated

status, but it appears to be more balanced of female status in the current situation.

5 Conclusion

The study on “Smart Functional Literacy Using ICT to Promote Mother Tongue

Language and Inclusive Development among Ethnic Women in the North region of Thailand”

yielded the following main findings:

The situation of the ethnic women in the North region of Thailand found: (a) mostly are
the primitive small farmer in the mountainous area where is the upstream watershed area with
forest-base context of Thailand. Marjority of tribal women are married with average 16-21
years old with their generally no or least formal education. More increasing formal education
into the tribal villages by the Non-Formal Education kiosks and even mobile units in general

(if their families allow); (b) The Smart Functional Literacy program found that most ethnic
women are curious and open to learn for any betterment of themselves and their families i.e.
the Functional Literacy program, the farm training, the sanitary training, etc.. "I need better

chances in life by improving my occupational skills". "If I can get better education, I want to

be a nurse, or maybe open my own shop by selling hand- made silver."; (c) Language skills:

"Thai language must be learned because if we can use it, it would be easier for us to trade,

negotiate, and coordinate with others."; (d) ICT skills: "Smartphone is our handy tool,

smartphone can facilitate everything that we want for us now. We can communicate freely

compared to before because it is more affordable and accessible." "Social media tools are very

important for us: Facebook, Line application, YouTube because we can also learn Thai

language from all these media." "Being able to use a smartphone to access any urgent or

important news really adds value to me. My husband and other family members listen to me

more and even ask me to search for more information. I am so happy and feel empowered."

Smart Functional Literacy sitiation relevant to the ethnic women are as follow: (a)
Gender dimension found gender balance is still challenging, but it seems to be better if women



can have more effective Functional Literacy in some of the functional income generating, and
languages i.e. Thai language, can earn more income, and can make effective contributions to

their farming respectively.; (b) Priority demands: found top demands respectively are smart
farming, wellness, Thai language and digital communication as well as any kind of applicable
digital tooling.

Therefore, if we can support ethnic women with ICT tooling, they can use it for self-
learning and training through Smart Functional Literacy mindset and skills. Ethnic women can
integrate all their demands with their own local wisdom, creativity, Mother Tongue, and
community resources. Moreover, it enables them to transit their Mother Tongue into other

demanded functional languages especially the digital language with their well-integrated
storytelling that reflects their demands, identity, local wisdom, Mother Tongue, and lifestyle
with pride and inclusive sustainable development.
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